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»It was too late, he had already let him share his thoughts. He could not get away from them, they 
created an unrest in him, made something deep inside him move, like a surgically precise surface 
damage and the echo of a pain; an echo that grew louder in the emptiness of the house and forced him 
to listen, amid silence, effective as the pause of a symphony.« 
 
As the head of Vienna’s Astronomy Institute, Marty's life revolves around the vastness of the 
universe. He gladly allows it to push the reality of his own life aside; the fact that his wife Marlene is 
already secretly making completely different plans for the future, and that his daughter is beginning 
to question her gender, remains hidden from him. At a conference he meets the psychoanalyst 
Steindorfer, who asks him why it is man actually knows more about distant planets than about his 
own consciousness, and who then gives him a manuscript he has been writing, the reading of which 
deeply disturbs Marty. 
Zoë Jenny's long-awaited new novel is brimming with an unsettling atmosphere. The silent, distant 
stars of the galaxy seem at great odds with the ominous and ever-more-rapidly unfolding events on 
Earth. Jenny writes of artificial intelligence and the question of what consciousness is; of gender 
reassignment, personal freedom, a lack of alternatives, climate crisis, light pollution, and more, 
moving along the edges of a recognizable reality in the midst of our stellar chaos. 

 
»Zoë Jenny offers up strong, poetic images like wondrous, melancholic Instagram photos. 
She is undoubtedly a master of the short form.« MISSY MAGAZINE on Latest Tomorrow 
(Spätestens morgen) 
 
»Omission is an art, and Zoë Jenny masters it in these terse, precisely condensed stories. Her 
narration is casual, stylistically appropriate, and practically perfect. The tone is simple, 
matter-of-fact and it touches and resonates.« SRF 2 on Latest Tomorrow (Spätestens 
morgen) 

 
Zoë Jenny was born in Basel in 1974. Her first novel The Pollen Room (Das Blütenstaubzimmer, 
FVA, 1997) was a global bestseller translated into 27 languages, and awarded the 3sat scholarship, 
the Jürgen Ponto Foundation Literature Prize, and the aspekte Literature Prize. Frankfurter 
Verlagsanstalt also published her novels Der Ruf des Muschelhorns (2000) and Das Portrait (2007), 
as well as her short stories Spätestens morgen (2013). She lives near Vienna. 
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